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Dipartimento di Informatiea, Universita' di Torino, 
Corso Massirno d'Azeglio, 42, 10125 Torino, Italy 
The filter 2-model is a model of the 2 calculus, based on a system of type 
assignment which extends the basic functionality theory of Curry, invented in order 
to give a completeness proof for Scott's semantics of Curry's type assignment. In
this paper the local structure of this 2-model, i.e., the syntactical characterization f 
the equality and inclusion relation, is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Barendregt, Coppo, and Dezani-Ciancaglini (1981) a type system was 
introduced as an extension of basic functionality theory of Curry (Curry and 
Feys, 1958, Chap. 14), in which each term possesses a type, and the type 
assignment rules preserve fl-convertibility of terms. A filter 2-model was built 
from the set of type schemes, which gives the completeness result for the 
extended system. The completeness of this system was proved independently 
in Hindley (1982). 
In this paper the local structure of this filter 2-model is studied, using as a 
technical tool the existence of a principal type scheme for this type system, 
which was proved, in a constructive way, in Ronchi and Venneri (1982). The 
results which arise are that, with respect o the inclusion relation, the filter 2- 
model is different both from Po~ (Plotkin, 1972; Scott, 1974) and T °~ 
(Plotkin, 1978), the well-known not extensional models of the 2-calculus, 
while the syntactical characterization f the equality in these three models is 
the same. 
2. THE FILTER A-MODEL AND ITS LOCAL STRUCTURE 
In this section we will do a survey of the type system and of the filter 2- 
model presented in Barendregt et aL (1981), and we will exhibit the main 
results of this paper, i.e., its local structure. 
The proofs of the theorems will be given in the next sections. 
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DEFINITION 1. (i) The set T of type schemes i  inductively defined by: 
(1) ~00, ~o~ ..... qJo, v& .... E T type variables, 
(2) co ~ T type constant, 
(3) o,r@T~(a- -+r)  ET , (anr )ET .  
(ii) An arrow type scheme is a type scheme of the shape ~ --, r and an 
intersection type scheme is a type scheme of the shape cr n r (a, r C T). 
(iii) A statement is of the form oM with a C 7', M E A (set of type 
free ,l-terms). M is the subject and a the predicate of crM. 
A basis scheme B is a (possibly infinite) set of statements where all subjects 
are variables. 
(iv) Two type or basis schemes are disjoint if there exist no type 
variable occuring in both. 
The notion of subtype of a given type scheme is obtained in a 
straightforward way from Definition 1 (i). 
DEFINITION 2. Let re" = (D,. ,  ~ 1) be a 2-model (for the definition of 2- 
model, see Barendregt, 1981). 
(i) if ~ is a valuation of variable x @ A in D, then ~M ~¢E D is the 
interpretation of M in ~," via {. Usually we omit the superscript Jg. 
(ii) Let PD= {X[X~_D} and ~' :  {~0i[~0 i is a type variable}-~PD. 
Then the interpretation of a~ T in ~"  via ~,  notation Io l l f~  PD, is 
defined as follows: 
I ce , f= D, 
r]l~.= {d E DIVe E ~a~ d . e E [lr~f}, 
[an  M, -n  Id f .  
Let us define a pre-order elation ~ on T. The intended interpretation of 
e < r is V J / ,  ~'[[o]]f ~_ [ r l¢ .  
DEFINITION 3. The relation ~ (and ~) on T is inductively defined by: 
(i) r <r, 
(.O ~ (.0 --+ O.)~ 
r~rnr ,  
r~a<a,  rna~<r ,  
(o --, p) n (o --, r) o --, (o n r), 
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a<~a', r~< r' =>oAr  ~a 'N  r', 
(ii) a~r<~>a<~v<~a. 
(iii) a<r~>a~<zanda&r .  
Note that, e.g., co~r-~co;  r--~coNr; (a -+p)n(a -~r )~a~(pVhr ) ;  
an (p~r)  ~ (anp)n  r; rna~ ant .  
The type schemes are assigned to terms by deductions, arranged as trees of a 
natural deduction system (see Prawitz, 1965), whose premises are statements 
with only variables as subjects. 
DEFINITION 4. (i) Type schemes assignment rules: 
(co) for all X E A 
coX 
aX rX (hi) 
anrX  
a -~ rX aY 
rXY 
loxl 
rX 
a-~ r 2x . X 
aX a~r  
rX 
ax must be the unique 
uncancelled premise whose 
subject is x used to 
deduce rX. 
(ii) We will write D: B F rX to denote a deduction D of rX from the 
basis scheme B (B contains at least all the uncancelled premises of D). 
anrX  aNrX  
The rule ( A E ) - - - -  is superfluous ince it can be directly 
aX TX 
derived from rule (~). 
Notation. =6 denotes fl-convertibility. 
The following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 1 (Barendregt et aL, 1981). Let X-=~X'. Then B~-rX~,  
B ~ zX'. 
DEFINITION 5. Af i l ter  is a subset d___ T such that: 
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(i) toed ,  
(ii) a, r@d~aNrCd,  
(iii) a>~rCd~aCd.  
LEMMA 1 (Barendregt et al., 1981). {alB k- aM} is afilter. 
The domain ~#r= {did is a filter} is suitable to build a model of the )~- 
calculus, according to 
DEFINITION 6. (i) Vdl ,  d 2 C J ,  d~ o d 2 = {z- ~ T 130 ~ d2, a --+ r C d~ }. 
(ii) Let ~ be a valuation in J - .  Then B~ =/ax lo  ~ ~(x)}. 
(iii) For M~A,  ~M~= {alB ~ F- aM}. 
LEMMA 2 (Barendregt et al., 1981). ~"= (3 ,  o, I ~) is a 2-model. 
This model induces a partial order relation between interpretations of
terms, as follows: 
DEFINITION 7. (i) For M, NCA,  IM~gEIN]g~{olBg~-aM}c 
{alB ~ ~- aN}, 
(ii) ~/~MEN,~ V~: ~ ' -~- ,  IM]]~ EIght. 
To give a syntactical characterization f the relation E, we will use the 
(standard) technique of considering approximate normal forms. 
DEFINITION 8. (Barendregt, 1981). (i) The set jU of approximate normal 
forms is defined from the set of term variables plus a new constant symbol 
in the following way: 
(1) O ~ ~S, x E J for all variables x, 
(2) if x is a variable and A C jU (A ~ ,q), then 2x • A C JU, 
(3) if x is a variable, and A~ ..... A, ~JU(n > 0), then 
(xA, ... A , )e~.  
(ii) Let M be a term and A ~ S/'. A is an approximant of M (.4 ~ M) 
iff 3M' =~ M such that A matches M' except at occurrences of ~ in A I 
(iii) d (M)  = {A IA ~ M}. 
(iv) Let M, NCA.  ME.~<:~ d(M)c  J'(N). 
The concept of deduction can easily be extended to an approximate normal 
form, simply by adjoining in (Definition 4(i)) the rule: 
go') ~o~. 
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Notation. >/n denotes reducibility in n >/0 applications of t/-rule. 
THEOREM 2. Let M, N C A. ~¢" ~ M E N ~ ~N' ~ A. M ~ N' >~ ,~ N. 
Then, with respect to the relation of inclusion the filter model is different 
both from Po~ and T °' (studied, respectively, in Hyland, 1976 and in Baren- 
dregt and Longo, 1980). In fact 
Po~ ~ M _~V ~:> 3N'. M,  <~ N' ~ N. 
T ' °~ MEN<:> ME N. 
THEOREM 3. Let M, N C A. ~e" ~ M = N ~ d (M) = ~C" (N). 
Then with respect o the equality relation the filter model is the same as 
P,o, T'°- 
3. THE PRINCIPAL PAIR 
In the filter 2-model, the meaning of a term is the set of all type-schemes 
deducible for the term itself. In this section some properties of the type 
system are shown, which will permit us to consider, instead of this whole set 
(in general, infinite), a subset of it, whose elements are type schemes 
deducible for the approximants of the term itself, of a particular kind. 
Let ~ be the equivalence relation on type schemes of Definition 3(ii). We 
will consider the type schemes modulo ~, and to avoid ambiguities we will 
use only the elements of each equivalence class (with respect o ~) having 
the minimum number of symbols. This implies that, for all type schemes r, 
each subtype of r of the shape/~ p (a ~ p) is such that/~, p & 09 (in fact, 
type schemes of the shape /2 ~ co or a--, co are not essential to express 
functional properties of terms). 
LEMMA 3 (Barendregt et al., 1981). Let 
<~(a l -~r l )N . . .O(am~rm)(q~q~. . .~ '   (n ,k ,m,h~O) ,  
where the ~r, ~/s are type variables, then 
(i) V j ( l< j<~m),3 j  1..... j p : I z j~ . . .~p j>/a jandv jV~. . .~v j~<r j  
(ii) {qq ..... q/h} ~- {~°1 ..... ~&}. 
A deduction is always finite, then it is not restrictive to consider only 
finite basis schemes, since the following lemma holds: 
643/54/3-5 
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LEMMA 4. (Barendregt et al., 1981). I f  B ~-rX, then B 'F - rX ,  where 
B '= {ax ~ BIx occurs free in X}. 
On finite basis schemes we can define an equivalence relation. 
DEFINITION 9. Two finite basis schemes, B and B', are equivalent 
(B ~- B') iff Vx, if alx ..... a ,x  are all and only the premises, whose subject is 
x, belonging to B and f ix  ..... rmX are all and only the premises, whose 
subject is x, belonging to B', then a s ~ a 2 ~ ..- ~ a, ~ r I ~ r E C3 ... ~ r m. 
Obviously the following fact holds: 
FACT. Let B ~-- B', then B F- rX iff B' ~- rX. 
In what follows we will consider the finite basis schemes modulo ~--, and, 
to avoid ambiguity, we will use only the elements of each equivalence class 
(with respect o ~-) which contain, for each variable, at most one premise. 
DEFINITION 10. (i) A pair (B, r), where B is a finite basis scheme and 
r is a type scheme is suitable for X C A (A E f )  iff there exists a deduction 
D such that D: B t- rX (/3 ~- M). 
(ii) = will denote the syntactical equivalence between pairs. 
(iii) (B, r) ~ (B', r ' )  iff both (B, r) and (B', r ' )  may be obtained from 
each other by a renaming of type variables. 
LEMMA 5. (i) (Ronchi and Venneri, 1982). Let (B,r)  be a suitable 
pair for ;~x.X. Then, if r ~ co, either z is an arrow type scheme or it is an 
intersection of arrow type schemes. 
(ii) (Barendregt et al., 1981). Let (B,p--*v) be a suitable pair for 
2x.X. Then (BU {px},v) is a suitable pair for X (if p~co,  obviously 
B u {~x} -~ B). 
LEMMA 6. (Ronchi and Venneri, 1982). Let (B, r) be a suitable pair for 
xX  1 . . .X  o with r~co. Then there exist type schemes PI ..... p; and basis 
schemes B~ ..... Bp such that: 
(i) B @ UY=I BjU  {Pl ~ "'" --~Pp"-~ T'X}, where r' <. r, 
(ii) (Bs,p~) is a suitable pair for X s (1 ~j<~p). 
The following theorem relates the suitable pairs of a term with those of its 
approximants. 
THEOREM 4. (Ronchi and Venneri, 1982). (B, r) is suitable for a term 
X iffthere is an A C d (X)  such that (B, r) is suitable for A. 
Now, let us consider only approximate normal forms: the pairs suitable 
for A E f are either the pair (0, co), in the case A =/'2, or an infinite set of 
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pairs, otherwise. But it is possible to define, for A, a principal pair (p.p. (A)), 
i.e., a unique pair (suitable for A), from which all and only the pairs suitable 
for A can be reached, by suitable operations. Then the principal pair 
summarizes all the functional properties of an approximate normal form. 
DEFINITION 11. The set 9={(B ,  Tr)t3A~SY,(B.n)~p.p. (,4)} is 
inductively defined as follows: 
(i) ifA =O,  then p.p. (A).~ (O, co), 
(ii) ifA =x ,  then p.p.(A)~ ({~ox},~0), where ~o is a type variable, 
(iii) if A =)~x,4', and p.p.(A')~ (B', n'), if there is a premise in B' 
whose subject is x (say ax), then p.p.(A)~ (B ' -{ax} ,  cr-~ n'), otherwise 
p.p.(A) ~. (B', co ~ ~r'), 
(iv) if A=xA1. . .A  ., and p.p.(Ai)~(Bi,7 @ (l~<i~<n), then 
p.p.(A) ..~ (I._)~= l B iU {if, ~ ..- ~ ft,--* ~0x}, ~0), where (Bi, ffi) are copies of 
(B i, 7ri), pairwise disjoint, and ~0 is a type variable, not occurring in (/~i, ffi) 
(1 <~i<~n). 
It follows from the definition that, for A CJU, p.p.(A) is unique, modulo 
the relation ~. It is easy to verify that, if (B, ~z)~ p.p.(A), then B ~ 7rA. In 
Ronchi and Venneri (1982) it is proved that P is really the set of p.p.'s of 
approximate normal forms, in a constructive way, i.e., three operations on 
pairs are defined, and it is proved that, by repeated applications of such 
operations on p.p.(A), all and only the pairs suitable for A are reached. It is 
possible to extend the definition of p.p. to the elements of A (see Ronchi and 
Venneri, 1982), but this extension is not necessary for the purpose of this 
paper. But it is important o note that, also with this extension, there are 
some differences between the concept of p.p. defined in this system and the 
one defined in the classical Curry system of type assignment. In this system 
the p.p. is invariant under fl-convertibility, and Curry system does not have 
this property. Moreover, here the set of p.p.'s is a proper subset of the set of 
suitable pairs, while in the Curry system the two sets coincide, since for 
every pair (B, r) suitable for a term X there exists a term X' such that 
(B, r )~  p.p.(X') (see Hindley, 1969). Consequently, in the present system 
the concept of p.p. is more powerful. 
The elements of 3 are ordered according to ~< so defined: 
(B, zr) ~< (B', re') iff ~q) l . . . . .  (/9?/ such that (B, 7r) ~ (B'[~Ol/(,o . . . . .  (Dr//(/) 1, 
Zr'[~01/CO ..... ~0,/CO]) (i.e., (B, zc) is obtained from (B', zr') by replacing ~o i by 
co(1 ~< i ~< n)). Since the set ,~ is defined in the same way in Coppo et aI. 
(1980) (for a restricted type theory), we have 
THEOREM 5. (Coppo et al., 1980). Let A ,A 'ES ' .  Then p.p.(A)~< 
p.p.(A') .*> A ~A' .  
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Now some syntactic properties of elements of 3 are given. 
LEMMA 7. (i) (B, zr) ~ ~,  (7/" ~ (.o) <:> (B, 7~) = ({Tix 1 .... ,TnXn} , 
r,+ ~ ~ ... ~ r,+m -~ (o) (n >~ 0, m >~ 0), where ~ is a type variable, and 
(B t, (o) : (B W {rn+ lXn+ I ..... rn+mXn+m} , ~0) ~ ~,  
k 
~h(a <~h<<,m+n), 3k (k~>0): B'~- U B jU{~z l~ ' "~rk~(ox~},  
j 1 
where (Bj, rcj) E 3 (1 <~j <~ k), and are pairwise disjoint. 
(ii) Let (B, ~) be as in point (i). Then (B, 7r) ~ p.p.(A), where 
A =_2Xl... x m • xhA' ~ . . .A '  k and p.p.(Aj) z (Bj., ~j) (1 ~<j~< k). 
Proof The proof is easy from Definition 11. | 
Given a pair (B, Jr)~ 3 ,  we will call the pairs (B j, 7~j), defined in point 
(i) of Lemma 7, its component pairs. 
DEFINITION 12. The level of an occurrence of a type scheme a in a type 
scheme r is inductively so defined: 
(i) if r -  a, a occurs at level 0 in r, 
(ii) if r _=/~ N v, an occurrence of o at level n in/~ or in v remains at 
level n in r, 
(iii) if r =/~ ~ v, an occurrence of a at level n in v remains at level n 
in v, 
(iv) if r -  g ~ v, an occurrence of a at level n in #, becomes at level 
n+l  inv. 
LEMMA 8. The level of an occurrence of a type scheme a in a type 
scheme v is invariant under the relation ~ between type schemes. 
Proof The proof is easy, by induction on the definition of (~). | 
PROPERTY 1. Let (B, n) C 3 .  
(i) If a type variable ~p occurs in (B, ~), it occurs there exactly twice 
and two cases are possible: 
(a) the two occurrences of q~ are, respectively, one in a predicate 
of B and one in ~, and they have both level odd (even), 
(b) the two occurrences of (0 are both either in ~ or in a predicate 
of B, and one has level odd and one has level even. 
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(ii) If an intersection type scheme ~ occurs in (B, ~z), it can occur in B 
only at level 0 of a predicate, in ~ only at level n > 0. 
4. OPERATIONS ON PRINCIPAL PAIRS 
In this section two operations will be defined, which map elements of 3 to 
elements of 9 (Lemmas 9 and 10), and these operations are proved to be 
sound and complete, in the sense that, when applied to p.p.(A), they generate 
all and only the pairs uitable for A and belonging to 3 (Lemma 12). 
First let us recall the standard efinition of the operation of substitution. 
DEFINITION 13. A substitution s is a finite set of pairs ((p~,/2~> 
(1 ~< i~< n), where (p; are distinct type variables and p~ are type schemes. 
Then, for each pair (B, ~): 
(i) s (0  - s(B) = Is(G) xlG  e Bt, 
(iX) s((B, ~)) = (s(B), s(T)). 
DEFINITION 14. (i) A pure substitution sp is a substitution sp= 
/ @t, ~ti>l 1 ~< i ~ n/, where 
(1) there is no subtype o fp  i which is either co or an intersection 
type scheme, 
(2) the number of occurrences of each type variable in Pi can be 
either 0 or 1, 
(3) /~i and ~tj (i 4:j) are disjoint type schemes (1 ~< i,j <~ n). 
(ii) a pure substitution Sp={@i ,~ i>[ l~ i~n } is right for a p.p. 
(B, 7~) iff there is no type variable ~, 4. (p; (1 ~ i ~ n) such that ~, occurs in g~ 
(1 ~< i ~< n) and in (B, 7~). 
DEFINITION 15. (i) An co-substitution so) is a substitution s~ = 
I<%, co>ll ~< i~< n}. 
(ii) An co-substitution so~ is right for a p.p. (B, ~) iff either ~1 ..... ~°n 
are all and only the type variables occurring in (B, ~> or no one of ~01 ..... ~, 
occurs in (B, ~) or s~o is right for all the component pairs of (B, ~z). 
LEMMA 9. Let (B, ~z> ~ ~,  and let spa pure substitution right for (B, 7r). 
Then Sp((B, ~z)) C 3 .  
Proof. The proof of the lemma is by induction on the number of symbols 
of (B, zc). In the case (B, re) ~ (0, co), there is no sp. 
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First step. Let (B, re)~ ({¢x}, ~). Let sp = {@,#)}. The proof is given by 
structural induction on/1. 
First step. /a is a type variable, sp((B, re)) ~ (B, zc}. 
Inductive step. /1 ~ P l ~ "'" ~ Pm -~ ~" 
Then sp((B, zc ) )~({p l~. . .~pm~'x} ,  p l~ . . .~pm-~)  and its 
i ' {@,p,>/ component pairs are: ({&x}, pi)..~Sp(({¢x},¢>), where sv= 
is a pure (1 ~< i ~< m). Since, by definition, sp is a pure substitution, also Sp 
substitution (1 ~< i ~< m), obviously right for ({~x/, ~). Then ({p~x~}, pg) E J'~ 
(1 ~< i ~< m), by inductive hypothesis, and sp((B, 7r)) C ~,  by Lemma 7(i): 
Inductive step. Let (B, re) ~ ({r~xl,..., r ,x,},  r,+l -~ ... ~ r,+m -~ ~). The 
most general case is sp = {(0,p), @~.,/a~)[ 1 ~< i ~< q}. By structural induction 
on p. 
First step. p is a type variable. The proof is derived immediately from 
the inductive hypothesis. 
Inductive step. /u ~ v~ --, ... ~ v,-~ ~,. 
Let (B~, ~zj) (I ~j<.k )  be the component pairs of (B,~r). Consider 
<B, ~> ~ <B U {~n+lXn_l_l ..... Tn+mXn4_m} , ~9> E ~;  then <B, ~) ~ (0~=, B2U 
k {~,-~... ~ ~ ~ (p}, (0> and sp((B, (p>) ~ (U~=, sp(B2) U/sp(zq) -+... -~ 
Sp(7~'R...) "-4 Pl  -'~ " ' "  "--i' l~ r -+ I/l}, Pl ~ " ' "  ~ Pr --~ I/J>. Obviously sp((B, ~)) 
(sp(B -- {r,+~x, ..... r,+mX,+,,}), so(r,+ ,) --, -..-~ sp(r,+m)--' h "'"--+ Vr--' ~'). 
Since the component pairs must be disjoint, and the v~ do not contain any 
intersection (by Property l(ii)), the component pairs of sp((B, z~)) are: 
(i) sp((B],~))) (l<~j<~k), which belong to ~.~ by inductive 
hypothesis, 
(ii) ({viX,+m+i}, vi) ( l~ i~r ) ,  and since <{vix,+m+i}, vi)= 
s~ ({Oix}, ~o~), where s~ = {(~, h)} is a pure substitution right for (t~0ix}, ~0~) 
(1 <. i~r ) ,  these belong to ~ by the first step of this lemma. Then 
sA<B, ~>) E y .  I 
LEMMA 10. Let (B, 7c)~ ~,  and let so, be a w-substitution right for 
(B, z~). Then so~((B, zc)) C 3 .  
Proof. The only interesting case is so,((B, re))~ (B, ~r), and it will be 
proved by induction on the number of symbols of (B, zc). In the case 
(B, zc) ~ (O, co), there is no s~,. 
First step. Let (B, zc)~ ({q~x},q~), and let s~= {(¢,co)}; then 
sA<t~x}, ~)) ~ <o, co> e 3 .  
Inductive step. Let (B, z~>~ ({rlxl ..... r,x,}, r,+l-~ "" ~r ,+m~0) -  In 
case the pair (~, oJ) belongs to so,, by Definition l l(ii), s~ must contain all 
the pairs (¢i, co> (1 ~< i ~ q), where qh are all the type variables occurring in 
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(B, n), and so,((B, n)) ~ (0,  co) C 3 .  Otherwise, the proof follows 
immediately from the inductive hypothesis. I 
The following technical lemma will be useful to prove the soundness and 
completeness of the given operations. 
LEMMA 11. Let (B, n )C  9 .  B cannot contain any premise ~tx, with 
/t<~r. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of 7r. 
First step. If n ~ co, B = 0. If n ~ ~0, B ~-- {q)x}. 
Induetive step. Let Tz ~ V l ~ ... ~ v ;~ ~o. Let B ~-B' U {/zx } with ~ < Tr. 
Let us consider the case where/~ is not an intersection type scheme. Then, 
from Lemma 3, it follows easily that/~ ~/~1 ~ "" --'/~p ~ q), where, Vi, :ti ) v: 
and ~j, /zj> v:(1 <~i,j<~p). The component pairs of (B, zr) are (Bi,/~i) 
(1 <~i<.p), where Uf=l B ig  {/t l~ ... ~:tp ~ c0x} ~-BU {vlx,+ 1 ..... vox,+pt, 
where n is the total number of premises in B. Let us consider the case where 
v] is not an intersection type scheme. Since the component pairs are pairwise 
disjoint, by Lemma 3 the premise with predicate v] will occur in B/. Then the 
p.p.(B:,p]) is such that in Bj a premise vj </~g occurs against the inductive 
hypothesis. In the case where v] is an intersection type scheme, by Lemma 3, 
v:~ v j~ vf, and vj </1:, and vj is not an intersection type scheme: then a 
similar reasoning may be made, with vj instead of vj. Also the case/~ is an 
intersection type scheme can be treated in a similar way. I 
LEMMA 12. Let AE J - ,  and let (B, Tr)~p.p.  (14). (B ' ,T r ' )E~ is a 
suitable pair for  A iff there exist a pure substitution sp (right for  (B, 7r)), and 
an co-substitution s,o, such that (B', ~r') ~ s,o(sp((B, Jr))). 
Proof (~)  By structural induction on A. 
( i )  A - I2. (B, ~r) ~ (0,  co) is the only pair suitable for A. 
(ii) A -- x. (B, ~) ~ ({~0x}, ~0).(B', zr') may be: 
(a) (0,  co) ~ s,o((B , n)), where so) = {@, co)}. 
(b) (ax}, a), where a is not an intersection type scheme and in a 
each type variable occurs at most once (by Property 1). If in 
a there are not occurrences of co, a satisfies Definition 14, 
and sp = {@, a)} is the desired operation. Otherwise, if n is 
the number of occurrences of co in a, let a '  be obtained from 
a by replacing the ith occurrence of co by (a i, where Oi 
(1 ~ i ~ n) is a new type variable. Then if 
s,o= l((oi, co)ll <... i~n},  and sp={@,a ' )} ,  (B' ,n') , .~s,o 
(sd(B, ~))). 
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(iii) A =2x.A'. By Lemma 5(i), and since (B ' , zc ' )E~,  z~' must be of 
the shape re' ~#-+ v, and (B 'U  {lUX}, v)~ 3 ,  and (by Lemma 5 (ii), it is a 
suitable pair for A'. Then the proof follows directly from the inductive 
hypothesis. 
"'" U rn B iU{7~l - -> ' " - -~Trm (pX},(9), where ( iv )  A xA l A rn . (B ,  7~)~(  i=1 "-+ 
(Bi,~ri) ~ p.p. (Ai) (1 ~i~m) .  
Let (B', 7r') C ~ be a pair suitable for A. By Lemma 6, 3pl ..... Pm and 
B~ ..... B~ such that B ~_ U m_ 1 B[ U {Pl -~"" ~ Pm ~ ~Z"X}, where (B i, Pi) is a 
suitable pair for A i (1 ~i~m) ,  and ~" ~<~'. But, from Lemma 11, it must 
be rc"~z ' .  Let zc '~61~. . .~6r~, .  Then (Ur~=lB;U{pl---~...---~pm--~ 
31 ~ "" ~ 3r -~ Vx} L) {31x,+ 1.... 3rX,+r}, ~U) E 3 (where n is the number of 
premises of B'). Since Vj (1 <~j<m), 3j is both a premise and a principal 
type scheme, by Property l(ii) ffi cannot contain any intersection, and then 
the component pairs of (B', 7r') are 
(B/, Pi) (1 ~ i ~ m), 
({3 iXn+i} ,3 i )  (1 <~ i ~ r). 
i and i such that (B~,pi)~ By inductive hypothesis, there exists so, so, 
i i s~,(sp((Bi,~ri))) ( l~i~<rn) .  In the case where ~' does not contain 
occurrences of co, let s~= {Qp,~z')}; by the above consideration on hi 
(1 ~<j ~< r), and by the fact that obviously in 3j each variable occurs at most 
once, s; is a pure substitution, right for (B, ~r). Then the desired operations 
are :  ,$ 'w~- -s  1 o o m and _ ~ m ' Otherwise, if q is the w "'" Soo Sp- -Sp  o . . ,  o Sp o Sp. 
number of occurrences of ~o in 7V, let if' be obtained from 7r' by replacing the 
/th occurrence of ~o by Oi, where ~i (1 ~< i ~ q) is a new type variable; then, 
if s o = {(¢, if')} and s" = {@~, ~o)11 ~< i ~< q}, the desired operation are 
~ , Sp ~S o . . .  o Sp o Sp, Soo~s lo  . . .  o sm o S t 
o) o ) "  
(~) In Ronchi and Venneri (1982), Theorem 4, it is proved that, if s is 
any sequence of substitutions, (p.p.(A)) is a suitable pair ['or A. Then, in 
particular, s~,(sv((B , lr))) is a suitable pair for A, and it belongs to ~ by 
Lemmas 9 and 10. II 
Note that, in the previous lemma, if (B', ~r') ..~ so,(%((B, zc))), s,o must be 
right for so((B, zc)): in the proof of the lemma, the m-substitutions are always 
right for the pair to which they are applied, since they are defined from the 
pairs in which there are the occurrences of co. 
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5. PROOFS OF THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
In this section we will prove some properties of the operations previously 
defined, and finally, using these, we will be able to prove Theorems 2 and 3, 
which characterize the filter 2-model. 
LEMMA 13. Let A I ,A2~/~,  and let (B~,n~), (B2,n2), respectively, 
their p.p.'s. Then, if so, is an m-substitution right for (Bl, 7r~), 
(B2, ~2) ~ so)((B, , 7['1)) ~ A2 ~ A I. 
Proof. By the definition of ~<, (B2, 7rz) ~< (B 1 , 7zl). Then the proof follows 
from Theorem 5. II 
LEMMA 14. Let A~,A2C~C,  and let (B~,Tr~), (B2,7 @, respectively, 
their p.p.'s. Then, if sp is a pure substitution right for (B~, hi), 
(B2, 7(2) = Sp((BI , 711 )) <::> A2 )rt t~1" 
Proof. (=>) The proof is by structural induction on A ~. For A ~ _= ,c2 Sp does 
not exist. 
(i) A l -x .  Then (B~, re,) ~ ({q)x}, q)), and Sp= {@,11)}. The proof will be 
given by induction on the number of symbols of/1. 
First step. ¢t is a type variable. Obviously A~ -A2.  
Inductive step. /l ~ p~-~ ... ~ Pm ~ q/, and let/~ satisfy the conditions of 
Definition 14. Then 
(B2, 7~2)~ ({Pl "-* "'"--*Prn ---~ ~X},  Pl  --~ " "  ~ Pm--* ~u) 
and, for Lemma 70), its component pairs are (/¢jxj/, pj) (1 ~ j  ~ m). Then, 
by Lemma 7(ii), (B2,7r2) ~ P.P.(A a), where A 2 = 2xl "'" Xm " xA '1 "'" A 'm, and 
• s is right for p.p.(Aj) ~ ({pjxj}, pj.). Let s~ = {@, Ps)} (1 ~<j ~ m); obviously Sp
J(({(ox},~0)), by inductive hypothesis Aj, and, since ({pjxj}, pj)~Sp 
Aj>/nXg(1 <~j<<, m). Then A 2 >~nAI. 
(ii) A 1 --2x. A'. Then (B1, ~1) Z (BI, (7"--4 nt) ,  where (B 1U {O'X}, 7C t) is 
the p.p. of A'. Let (B2, 7r 2 ~ 8~ if) ~ Sp((B~, cr~ 7r')). Obviously Sp is right 
also for (B 1 L) {ax}, 7r'), and then (B2L) {cYx}, 7~) ~ Sp((B 1L_J {ox}, 7rt)) is, by 
inductive hypothesis, the p.p. of A>/nA' .  Then the proof follows 
immediately. 
(iii) A,~xA~'"A 'm.  The p.p. of A~ is (Bl ,nl)~((, .)m_lB[t, . J  
/7r'~--,...~nL--,~0x},~0 ), where (B[,n;) is the p.p. of A[ ( l~i~<rn).  If 
2 where 2 is a (B2 ,n2)~ sp((B~,zr~)), sv may be splitted in sp=sp o s o , Sp
2 is empty, substitution which involves only the variable ~0. In case Sp
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ttt (B2, z@~sl((B~ , ~o))~(s~(B~),~o) and, since s~(B,)_l..)]=~''sp(Bj) LJ 
1 / 1 t {s~(rq)-~ ... ~0x}, this the p.p. 2 "'" - - *Sp(7rm)  _ is o fA  ~-x~T~ A~, where, by 
inductive hypothesis, A: )nA  j. Then the proof is given. Otherwise, if 
s~-  z - {(~0,/2)}, the proof will be given by structural induction on/~. 
First step. # is a type variable. Obvious. 
Inductive step. At ..~ p~ ~. . .  ~ pq--+ 0 t. Then (B2, z@ ~ (s~(s~(B~)), p~ -. 
• .. ~ p~ ~ ¢) ,  where ~ Sp($o(B1) )  ~ {,-)7--1 ' / 1 , s,(B:) u - - ,  - ,  . . .  ' ' s , (= , , )  - ,  
p~ ~ ... ~ pq -~ ~o'x}. Then the component pairs of (B~, n~) are 
(B:; sp(er)))~ ' ..~ p.p.(A:) (1 ~<j ~< m) 
({pyj},pj)'~s~((l(oyj},~o)) (1 ~j~q) ,  
which are the p.p.'s of (say)Am+j>t, yj (by inductive hypothesis). Then, by 
Lemma 7(ii), (B~, nz) ~ p.p.(A2), where A2 = )ty~ ... yq . xA~ ... A,,A,~+ t ... 
A,,+q, and A2)nA~.  
(<=) Let A~/>,A~. By induction on the structure of A, and A z. 
(i) Al - -X .  (B~,zq)~ ({~0x},~o), and A z is of the shape 
Aa=2x~. . .x , .xA[ . . .A"  (n > 0), 
where A~) ,x  s (l~<j~<n). Let (B2, z@=p.p.(A2), then (B2,n2)= 
(tn't-~...-*Tz~-*gtx}, p l~. . . - - *p ,~gt )  and its component pairs are 
({psxs}, zrj) ~ p.p.(As) (since xj is the only free variable in A j) (1 ~<j ~ n). By 
induction on the structure of A j, it is easy to prove that n)~p j ,  and 
p.p.(Aj) z({pjxj},ps)zs~(({~oxj},~o)), where s~={(¢,p:)} is a pure sub- 
stitution ( l~ j~<n) .  Then (B2,~r2)~ ({pl ~ . . .~p ,+~ux }, p , - - , . . . -~ 
p, ~ q/) ~ sp((Bl, Irl) ), where sp =/ (o ,  P, -~""  --' p . -~  ~')} is a pure sub- 
stitution. 
(ii) A1~ax.A '  1 • {B l , rq )~(B l ,a~x ' ) ,  where (B~kA/gx}, n')  is the 
p.p. of A ~, and A ~ is of the shape A 2 -= 2x. A ~, where A;/>, A'j. The proof 
follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis. 
(iii) A~ =--- xA[ . . .A ' . (B I ,~ I )  "~ (OmlB[  U {n[~.. . - - ,n'- - ,~o},q)),  
where (B[, hi) is the p.p. of A', and A 2 is of the shape 
A 2=-~y~.. .yq.  xA~ ... A,~A~+~ ... Am+ q, where Aj/>oAj (1 ~<j~< m) and 
Xm+j>~,y J (1 <.j<.q). The p.p. of A~ is 
45 ) 
where (/~i, hi) is the p.p. of-4i (1 ~< i~< m + q), and it is easy to see that 
Ps ~ ff,,+s (by induction on ~Tm+j) and that Bm+s = ~ (since yj. is the only free 
variable in Am+i) (1 ~<j ~< q). Then, by inductive hypothesis, there is asp  
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i ! such that (Bi, ffi)~sp((Bi,n[)) ( l~ i~m) .  Let s 0 ' - -{@, f fm+~. - .~  
1 ,, m°s ; -  I ~m+q ~ ¢ ' )} ;  then Sp = Sp o • o so 
Proof of Theorem 2. ~f~MGN<=>V~:Y~J - ,  {a[BgNaM}~_ 
/olB  oN}.> /(B2, o)1 o) is suitable for M} 
{(B~,cr)l(B~,~r ) is suitable for N} (the existence of B~ is assured by 
Lemma4)¢:> VM' ~M,  ~N' ~N.  p.p.(M') is a suitable pair for N' (by 
Theorem 4 and by the definition of principal pair)~:> VM'~ M, 3N'~ N. 
3s0, G," p.p.(M') ~ s,o(so(p.p.(N')) (by Lemma 12) ~ VM' ~ M, ~N' ~ N, 
3N" >/, N'. p.p.(M') ~ s,o(p.p.(N")) (by Lemma 14) ~> VM' ~ M, 3N' ~ N, 
N" >/nN', M' ~ N" (by Lemma 13) ¢:> ~N'. M~N'  >~nN (by the definition 
of the approximants of a term). | 
Proof of Theorem 3. Je '~M=N<:~V~:~"-~J - .  {alBum-aM}= 
IolBg~-oN}~¥~:~-~J~-, {(B~,o)I(B~,o ) is suitable for M}= 
/(B~,o)I(B},o) is suitable for N}~{(B,n) [ (B ,n)E ,2  and (B ,n ) i s  
suitable for M} = {(B, 7r)[(B, n) E 3 and (B, n) is suitable for N} ~ (for 
definition of principal pair) {(B, Tr)I3M'~M , (B ,n )~p.p . (M ' )}= 
{(B, n)l 3N' ~ N, (B, n) ~ p.p.(N')} ~ J (M)  = ~/(N). | 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the concept of principal pair is used as a technical tool for 
studying the local structure of the filter )l.-model. In Coppo et aI. (1983) it 
has been shown that it is possible to define type systems, by extending the 
relation (~<) between type schemes, and that some of these type systems can 
yield models of 2-calculus (filter)l-models). For all the filter 2-models in 
which an approximation theorem holds (i.e., in which the pairs suitable for a 
term X are all and only the pairs suitable for the approximants of X) the 
definition of p.p. remains the same, and the technique presented in this paper 
can be used. Otherwise one (or some) new definition of p.p. is needed. It is 
an open question under which conditions an extension of the relation (~<) 
between type schemes yields a k-model, and in particular k-model in which 
the approximation theorem holds. The author is working in this direction. 
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